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ABSTRACT 

The high degree of correlation existing between the 

subject matter visually depicted on Early Dynastic Egyptian 

objects and the year-names represented hieroglyphically on 

the Palermo Stone—an historical annal from the Fifth 

Dynasty—suggests that much Early Dynastic imagery was meant 

to serve as a dating device, a kind of pictorial year-name, 

based on the important event or events that occurred within 

the year. 

The selection of the historic events referred to in 

these year-names appears to be based on their compatibility 

with certain festivals associated with the king. These 

festivals express the theoretical model of kingship and 

therefore can be used to reconstruct the king's primary 

roles and responsibilities during the Early Dynastic Period. 

Such duties include the unification, protection and 

expansion of the king's realm—both Earthly and Cosmic; the 

insuring of the irrigation and fertility of the land; the 

foundation and dedication of important buildings and 

temples; and the reaffirmation and magical rejuvenation of 

his primeval powers as expressed in such festivals as the 

Sed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In considering the various objects of the Egyptian 

Archaic period, i.e. the slate palettes, limestone 

maceheads, and ebony and ivory labels, one might initially 

interpret them, based on both their imagery and accompanying 

inscriptions, as purely historical documents commemorating 

specific historic events. Therefore, for example, the 

palette of Narmer would stand to commemorate the actual 

unification of Egypt. However, when one considers that 

prior to the Fifth Dynasty practice of numbering the years 

of the king's reign, years were named individually according 

to the major historic event or events that occurred within 

the year such as victorious campaigns and various festivals, 

it then becomes apparent that in many cases, such imagery— 

rather than functioning as a commemorative device in itself-

-served to pictorially date the object (Millet, 1990: 59). 

Such dates would have recorded the year in which an object 

was made and either donated to the temple—perhaps at the 

annual New Year's festival (Millet, 1990: 59)—or included 

as part of the contents of a royal tomb. 

Much of the difficulty regarding the interpretation and 

understanding of Early Dynastic objects—both individually 

and as a whole—has been the result of only a limited number 

of methodologies being applied to the problem. Prior to a 

hundred years ago, virtually nothing was even known of 
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Egypt's history before the Fourth Dynasty. Insight into the 

Early Dynastic Period began in 1894 with the excavations of 

J.E Quibell and his colleague F.W. Green at Hierakonpolis, 

during which, such major monuments as^. the Narmer Palette, 

Scorpion Macehead, and Narmer Macehead were found. This was 

followed by Jacques de Morgan's discoveries at Nagada in 

1896, E. Amelineau's tragic handling of Abydos in 1897, and 

the fortunate salvaging of the same site by Sir William 

Flinders Petrie four years later. This early phase of 

discovery came to a close with Quibell's 1912 discovery of 

large Early Dynastic tombs at Sakkara and Petrie's 1913 work 

at Tarkhan. 

The next major period of archaeological work began with 

Cecil Firth's excavation's in the Early Dynastic cemetery at 

North Sakkara in 1932 and continued with work in the same 

area from 1936 until the outbreak of World War II. 

Undoubtedly, the most significant excavations at Sakkara 

were performed by Walter Emery during the period following 

World War II until 1956. Much of Emery's invaluable work 

centered around the Early Dynastic royal tombs, located at 

the site. 

Recent work at Hierakonpolis has been conducted since 

1969 by Walter Fairservis of Vassar College, and the late 

Michael Hoffman, formerly of the University of South 

Carolina. In order to achieve a better understanding of the 
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settlement patterns and overall history of the site, the 

project utilizes a multidisciplinary approach, employing a 

team of specialists ranging from Egytologists and artists to 

ethnographers and paleoenvironmentalists. Ongoing 

excavations in the royal cemetery at Abydos have been led by 

David O'Connor of the University of Pennsylvania since 1967. 

While such on-site archaeological projects are 

absolutely invaluable to the proper collection of both the 

artifacts themselves and the information regarding their 

original context, they are simply that—archaeological 

projects being approached from an archaeological standpoint. 

Publications from these projects—in no way, substituting 

for other forms of study—often limit the analysis of 

individual objects to little more than basic description. 

When scholars have addressed the objects directly, 

however, it is most often done from a purely historical 

perspective—usually in an attempt to reconstruct the major 

political events of the period. In their analysis, scholars 

often consider the objects on an individual basis, making 

little effort to understand the work beyond that of the 

historical event assumed to be represented. 

Recently, scholars such as Whitney Davis, Emma Swan 

Hall, Thomas Logan, and N.B. Millet have made significant 

progress in the areas of style, iconography, and function of 

Early Dynastic objects and imagery. One feature common in 
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their work is analysis of Early Dynastic objects in terms of 

categories and groups. This approach allows one to 

establish the basic "syntax" of a given type of 

representation and set up a reference standard enabling 

comparisons to be made over time, between works within a 

given category, and even between categories. 

N.B. Millet, in his proposal that much of the Early 

Dynastic imagery functioned as pictorial year-names—and by 

whose work, this thesis was initially inspired—is expanding 

the limits of his interpretation beyond that of simply 

understanding the style or iconography represented on an 

individual object. Millet is seeking to offer a common 

explanation to account for an entire class of imagery. 

Attempting to understand an artist's justification or 

motivation for placing a particular image on an object is 

crucial to understanding the complex relationship existing 

between an image and its subject. Understanding of why a 

particular image or a group of images appears on an object 

transcends the issues of style and iconography and permits 

speculation upon the image's specificity and significance 

relative to the actual event. This method enables us to put 

the significance of the event in proper perspective. The 

use of historiated dates would have certainly diminished 

both the importance and uniqueness of the individual 

historic events involved. Furthermore, the utilization of a 
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more holistic approach to interpretation offers insight into 

such concepts as perceiving the passage of time through 

quasi-mythological, quasi-historical events related to 

kingship. 

Many of the early year-names referred to by Millet in 

his analysis are recorded hieroglyphically on a stone 

fragment of a royal annal from the Fifth Dynasty known as 

the Palermo Stone (see Gardiner, 1961: Plate III). The 

complete work would have chronicled on a year-by-year basis, 

each king's reign for the first five dynasties of Egypt's 

history. The basic format of the Palermo Stone is 

illustrated in Kemp, 1989: Figure 5. The hieroglyphs 

running horizontally in row "a" give the name and various 

titles of the king. The portion below row "a" is divided 

into vertical columns, each referring to a separate year of 

the reign of the king identified above. The vertical 

element, coming to a curve on top, which divides each of the 

columns, is actually the hieroglyph renpet. meaning year. 

The hieroglyphs within the parameters described by the upper 

portions of the renpet signs identify the major historic 

events, constituting the year-name (row "b"). The lower 

portion of each column (row "c") concludes by giving the 

height of the Nile during the period of inundation. Both 

the Palermo Stone and a group of questionable fragments 

originally reported to also have been part of the chronicle, 



the largest of which is known as the Cairo Stone (O'Mara, 

1979: 131), will be referred to frequently in this work. 

The idea of early dynastic imagery serving an 

essentially utilitarian purpose of dating, rather than 

actually commemorating specific historic events, is further 

supported by the fact that much of the imagery appears on 

relatively minor objects such as the numerous small scale 

labels used to identify various grave goods including 

containers of oil, jewelry, and sandals, etc. It is on such 

ebony and ivory labels that the progression from a purely 

pictorial year-name to one represented hieroglyphically, can 

be traced. On an ivory label of King Den from the Early 

First Dynasty (see Spencer, 1980: Plate 53, Number 460), an 

entirely pictorial image of a smiting scene serves to 

illustrate such a year-name. The accompanying hieroglyphs 

serve only to identify various elements in the composition. 

An example representing the halfway point through the 

progression is a wooden label of King Den also from the 

Early First Dynasty (see Spencer, 1980: Plate 53, Number 

459). On the label, the renpet hieroglyph for "year" is 

present on the far right side. In the uppermost register, 

contained within the renpet sign, is a pictorial 

representation of what will later be argued to be an 

"Appearance of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt" festival 

coupled with a "Ritual of Territorial Claim." In the two 
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registers below, however, it is hieroglyphs that are used— 

their meaning unclear—in lieu of pictorial imagery to 

identify the remainder of this combination year-name. Thus, 

the label is a kind of hybrid, utilizing both pictorial 

imagery and hieroglyphs. 

Finally, in a Late First Dynasty ivory label of King 

Semerkhet (see Emery, 1961: Figure 112b), the progression 

towards representing year-names hieroglyphically as on the 

Palermo Stone, is completed. On the label, as in the 

previous example, the renpet sign is present on the right 

side. Now, however, only hieroglyphs are used to identify 

the combination year-name contained within the renpet sign. 

However, while the function of such pictorial imagery 

such as that present on the earlier two labels seems fairly 

straightforward, their source is far more problematic. When 

one examines enough objects of the Early Dynastic Period— 

labels, palettes, and maceheads—it soon becomes apparent 

that these objects are utilizing an imagery that is both 

well developed and highly standardized. This presence of an 

established iconography, suggests one of two possibilities. 

Either the individual historic events for which the year was 

being named occurred and reoccurred so frequently as to 

warrant the development of a standardized iconography, or 

the imagery was taken from an iconography developed for a 

function other than that of historical representation. 



I ant suggesting that such imagery is primarily 

symbolic, derived from the various categories of festival 

iconography, developed for the purposes of depicting the 

conceptual ideas of kingship. Under this proposal, themes 

such as the unification, protection, and expansion of Egypt; 

the opening of canals and lakes to irrigate the land; the 

building of cities and towns; the construction and 

dedication of temples; the renewal of the king's power; and 

various appearances of the king—while certainly occurring 

as actual historical events—would be thought of as the 

perpetually reoccurring symbolic roles and responsibilities 

of the king. This proposal is further supported by the fact 

that much of the imagery continued to exist after the end of 

the First Dynasty, when, as earlier illustrated, the means 

for recording a year-name had already shifted from the use 

of pictorial imagery to that of simply writing out the name 

of the historical event in hieroglyphic text. 

Virtually all of the festivals, proposed to be 

represented pictorially during the Early Dynastic period, 

are identified in hieroglyphic form, as part of year-names 

on the Palermo Stone (see O'Mara, 1979: Figure 18). The 

specific references to the festivals will be discussed 

during the introduction of each of the corresponding 

sections. By examining the Palermo Stone references, one 

can establish both the high degree of correlation existing 
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between Early Dynastic subject matter and year-names, as 

well as offer a linguistic basis for analysis of the 

pictorial representations. 

The use of the term "festival" requires clarification. 

While all of the categories could be characterized as 

"ceremonial power rites," certainly some events were 

"festivals" in the traditional sense of the word. These 

true "festivals" usually were denoted as such by the word 

heb, meaning festival or feast (Gardiner, 1957: 580). One 

such event was the Sed-Festival or heb-sed. Another group 

of events that was probably also celebrated as a festival of 

sorts, was the various "Appearances" of the king. Until 

more information becomes available regarding the specific 

details of an event, as it was actually performed, it is 

difficult to accurately access the degree of festivity or 

solemnity, present in an event's overall character. 

In summary, while an actual historic event might have 

been responsible for the naming of a year, both the 

selection of that event as being suitable, as well as the 

manner of its depiction, would have been derived from, and 

functioned within, the framework created by the conceptual 

understandings of kingship. Furthermore, since kingship 

festivals are essentially physical enactments or 

manifestations of these conceptual ideas, there is no reason 

why the two should not be considered interchangeable, both 
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symbolically and iconographically. 

By carefully analyzing the various categories of 

kingship festival imagery, one should be able to reconstruct 

the conceptual, ideal model of kingship as it existed and 

functioned in the Egyptian archaic period. The first step 

in conducting such an analysis will be to define each 

category of kingship festival imagery in terms of its 

subject matter. This seemingly simple step is actually 

extremely difficult since there seldom exists a complete 

literary text describing a given festival. Often, the 

various pieces of evidence—both visual and textual—used in 

constructing a composite picture of a particular festival, 

are both highly fragmentary iand widely separated in time. 

Specific aspects of the various festivals which remain in 

question include: the amount of the event that is actually 

represented in the art; the correct sequence of the various 

rituals; the length of time it took to perform; the way in 

which it changed over time; and the relationship of one 

festival to another. Despite these enormous difficulties, 

however, scholars such as C.J. Bleeker and more recently, 

Lanny Bell, have made substantial progress in the area of 

Egyptian festivals both in their practice and symbolic 

meaning (Bell, 1988; Bleeker, 1967). 

After outlining the general format and importance of a 

particular festival, the standard iconographic means of 
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representing it will be discussed. As part of this step, a 

correlation will be made between the "syntax" of the 

pictorial imagery and that of the year-names represented 

hieroglyphically on the Palermo Stone. This will be 

followed by an object-by-object stylistic and iconographic 

analysis of examples within a given category in order to 

determine the historical development of the kingship 

festival category over time. Next, the often problematic 

relationship existing between the generalized festival image 

and the specific historic event being referred to by the 

year-name, will be considered. Finally, the historical, 

political, mythological, and social implications of such 

imagery—where appropriate—will receive speculation. 

THE VICTORY FESTIVAL 

The first category of kingship festival iconography to 

be discussed and certainly one of the most important, is 

that of the victory festival, symbolizing the king's role as 

the unifier, protector, and expander of Egypt. In the 

victory festival, the king is portrayed as the supreme 

victor over his enemy. As a whole, this group represents 

some of the king's primary responsibilities. Undoubtedly, 

the most problematic aspect of the victory festival is that 

of knowing whether an event actually took place. Since 

there is little in the way of contemporary correspondence or 
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historical texts surviving from this time—either from 

Egyptian or foreign sources—it appears that this all-

important issue will remain open for some time. 

The Palermo Stone identifies a victory festival in Row 

3, Column 2 (note that the columns are numbered in the order 

they are to be read, from right to left). The event 

referred to by the year-name reads seker Iwntvw or the 

"Smiting of the Nubians." The mace, present in the 

inscription as a determinative in the word for "smiting," is 

the weapon most frequently used in pictorial representations 

of smiting scenes. Even the diagonal position of the mace 

mirrors its orientation in pictorial form when being held by 

the king in the so-called "smiting" posture. And while it 

was possible to illustrate the victory festival with several 

different types of imagery, it was the smiting posture or 

victory motif that was most commonly used. However, it 

should be noted that virtually all victory festival 

representations—regardless of their format—consist of a 

direct confrontation in pictorial form, between either an 

image of the king himself, a zoomorphic equivalent, or 

serekh containing the royal name; and the enemy. The 

character of this essentially one-on-one interaction ranges 

from being fairly naturalistic to being highly contrived and 

principally symbolic. 
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The Smiting Posture 

The earliest example of the formal smiting posture can 

be seen on the reverse side of the Narmer palette of the 

Early First Dynasty, excavated at Hierakonpolis by Quibell 

in 1894, and now in the Egyptian Museum, Cairo (see Kemp, 

1989: Figure 12). In this celebrated scene, Narmer, wearing 

a short tunic from which hangs a wavy lion's tail and an 

attached short beard on his chin, stands with his left foot 

forward, one hand grasping the kneeling captive before him 

by a lock of hair, the other hand, held high above his head, 

holds a mace by the middle of its handle, ready to inflict 

the fatal blow. The kneeling captive has his body turned 

away from the king, his arms held helplessly outward down at 

his side. Only his head faces the king. The scene is not 

intended to represent a struggle between the king and his 

enemy, here the enemy is understood to have already been 

conquered (Hall, 1986: 3). 

Stylistically, the finely carved, shallow relief 

depicts the king in typical Egyptian aspective view, whereby 

each part of the body is represented from its most 

characteristic viewpoint. Therefore, while each element is 

shown naturalistically, the overall configuration appears 

somewhat strange. To eliminate the possibility of any 

confusion as to the superiority and dominance of the king, 

the king is shown significantly larger than any other figure 
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in the scene. With few exceptions, this use of hierarchical 

scaling was to remain a standard convention in the 

representation of the smiting posture. 

The posture appears to have originated from less formal 

examples, dating at least as far back as the Gerzean period 

(Nagada II), as evidenced by the well known wall-painting 

found in Tomb 100, otherwise known as the "Decorated Tomb," 

at Hierakonpolis (see Quibell, 1900-1: Plate LXXV). In the 

lower left hand corner of the work, a large figure, at this 

time probably a chieftain (Davis, 1989: 64), assumes what 

would now be considered a crude version of the smiting 

posture, ready to club a kneeling captive who is bound at 

the shoulders to two other captives. This group of three 

most likely represents the idea of "many" (Hall, 1986: 4). 

Returning now to the Narmer palette, it appears that 

this particular use of the smiting posture is intended to 

convey the unification aspect of kingship. Narmer, followed 

by his sandal bearer and wearing the hedi et or White Crown 

of Upper Egypt, is about to smite a Lower Egyptian captive. 

This idea of South conquering North is reiterated by the 

hieroglyphic rebus located immediately above the captive. 

In it, Narmer, in the form of the falcon god Horus of whom 

the king was thought to be the living manifestation, 

conquers "the people of Lower Egypt," represented by the 

falcon's rope passing through the lip of the head hieroglyph 
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that is attached to the rounded rectangular hieroglyph for 

land, out of which sprout the papyrus plants of Lower Egypt. 

The use of zoomorphic substitutions for the image of the 

king will be discussed in the next section. 

It is highly improbable, however, that this scene 

represents the actual historical unification of Egypt. 

Instead, it might simply represent the occurrence of one of 

the many steps in that process that must have occurred prior 

to unification (Millet, 1990: 59). An even greater 

possibility, however, is that the event being referred to by 

the Narmer palette is actually the crushing of a post-

unification rebellion, This proposal is supported by the 

fact that the iconography of unification—i.e. Narmer 

wearing both crowns—is already in place. Therefore, the 

historical year-name represented by this image might have 

read something like the "Smiting the Northland" (Millet, 

1990: 59). Symbolically, however, the image of Narmer's 

victory would have been viewed as a confirmation of his 

conceptual role as the absolute unifier of Egypt, whether or 

not that role coincided with historical reality. The 

presence of the pictorial year-name on such a high quality, 

labor intensive object, suggests that it was the palette 

itself that was being dated, probably for its donation to 

the temple (Millet, 1990: 59). 

In an unfinished First Dynasty slate palette of King 
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Djer, excavated by Emery from Djer's tomb at Sakkara (see 

Emery, 1961: Figure 23), both the king and captive are shown 

in virtually identical postures to that of Narmer and his 

captive. Djer, like Narmer, also holds his mace by the 

middle of its handle. To the right of the smiting motif is 

the fore-quarters of a lion, in front of which appears to be 

two hearts (Emery, 1949: 60). 

While the significance of the lion in this particular 

work is not fully understood, the lion was often a symbol 

for the king during the Late Predynastic and Early Dynastic 

periods. However, in later periods, the lion would take on 

different meanings. In the Eighteenth Dynasty, the lion 

represented the king's enemy. In the Nineteenth Dynasty it 

would serve as a companion to the king (Hall, 1986: 5). 

This subject of zoomorphic substitutions for the king will 

be discussed in greater detail in the next section. 

However, while the smiting posture in these two works 

are similar, it appears that their functions are different. 

Here, in the Djer palette, the captive about to be killed is 

not a Lower Egyptian, but a foreigner, possibly a Libyan 

(Emery, 1961: 60). Thus, the event being referred to is 

either an act of the king as the defender or expander of 

Egypt, since it is not known whether Djer was conducting an 

expansive campaign, or merely repelling a foreign attack. 

The ambiguity surrounding the nature of the historical 
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event raises both an interesting point and a major piece of 

support for the proposed argument. Since the smiting 

posture was developed to depict the general symbolic role of 

the king as the victorious unifier, defender, and expander 

of Egypt—in effect the ultimate warrior—the posture makes 

no provision for denoting the specific capacity being 

assumed or the king's relative degree of success in regards 

to historical reality. The posture speaks only in terms of 

immutable absolutes. 

Another example of this early style of the smiting 

posture is visible in an Early First Dynasty cylinder seal 

from a scepter, found by Quibell at Hierakonpolis and now in 

the Ashmolean Museum (see Hall, 1986: Figure 6). On the 

cylinder, multiple representations of either an unidentified 

king or various Egyptian warriors assume smiting postures 

similar, but not identical to Narmer and Djer. The figures 

on the cylinder stand with their legs bent slightly at the 

knees. The position of the captives is also different in 

that unlike their kneeling counterparts in the previous 

examples, these captives assume the standing "attitude of 

captivity," their arms tied behind their backs. The 

variation present in this example of the smiting posture 

illustrates the experimentation that must have occurred in 

the development of the posture during the Early First 

Dynasty. Note, however, how the mace is held in the center 



of its handle as in the Narmer Palette, although, not on a 

diagonal. 

The smiting posture reaches its full level of 

development in a still later work of the First Dynasty, the 

previously referred to ivory label of King Den for a box of 

sandals, from Abydos (see Spencer, 1980: Plate 53, Number 

460). The roughly square, flat piece of ivory is crudely 

incised, rendering it in a category of quality below that of 

the one containing such objects as the Narmer Palette. As 

with similar crudely carved labels of ivory and ebony— 

although made of precious materials—it is the objects that 

are being labeled, and not the actual labels, that are the 

most important. 

In this particular label, Den, wearing a khat or long 

head cloth with a uraeus, now stands with his legs spread 

further apart, the rear foot, raised upon its toes. There 

is also the addition to the king's hand of a "staff of 

office." This object will usually be held in back of the 

prisoner. Finally, the king's mace is now held more 

effectively by the end of its handle. All three 

modifications would remain standard after this time. 

The kneeling captive now not only faces his entire body 

towards the king but even grasps the calf of the king's 

forward leg as if in a final plea for mercy. To the right 

of the captive is a standard of the canine god, Wepwawet, 
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accompanied by a sign known as a shedshed. which consists of 

a serpent's head and a balloon-shaped object thought to be 

the royal placenta (Hall, 1986: 7). While the exact 

function of the Wepwawet standard is unclear, there does 

appear to be a close relationship between the King and the 

God Wepwawet in jackal form during this period (Davis, 1989: 

65). Possibly it is there for the king's protection. 

Most scholars agree that the captive in this work is a 

bedouin of the Eastern desert or Sinai (Aldred, 1987: 85; 

Emery, 1961: 74; Gardiner, 1961: 414-415; Hall, 1986: 6), 

mainly on the basis of the inscription located to the right 

of the Wepwawet standard, reading "first occasion of smiting 

the East," and the occurrence on the Palermo Stone of the 

year-name recording the "defeat of the bedouins" during the 

year X + 2 of an unknown king's reign, believed to be that 

of Den (Emery, 1961: 74). Row Three of the Palermo stone 

records fourteen year-names for this particular king's 

reign; however, damage to the stone at both the beginning 

and end of this record, makes the assignment of absolute 

years to the names impossible. 

However, in a more acceptable argument, Hoffman 

suggests that the captive is actually a rival Egyptian ruler 

from the Eastern desert (1979: 246-247). Hoffman cites as 

his evidence, the captive's Egyptian styled hair, standard 

Egyptian kilt, royal beard, and the fact that both figures 
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certainly symbolizes the Nile valley, as opposed the raised 

region on the right side which probably represents the Red 

Sea hills (Hoffman, 1979: 246). According to Hoffman, this 

work is not depicting a campaign of Den against the 

Asiatics, but a battle with another Egyptian king for- the 

control of the Nile. Therefore the work would represent an 

act of unification. 

In five fairly large, public works from the Third and 

Fourth dynasties (see Davis, 1989: Figure 4.2b; Hall, 1986: 

Figures 11-14), from the Wadi Maghara in the Sinai where 

turquoise was mined (Hall, 1986:7), one can see how the 

smiting posture as developed during the First Dynasty would 

continue virtually unchanged. 

In a highly fragmentary cliff relief of King Sanakht 

dating to the beginning of the Third Dynasty (see Davis, 

1989: Figure 4.2b), one can still make out the tilted 

shoulders of the king, who in this case wears the deshret or 

Red Crown of Lower Egypt, and his grasping of his staff and 

topknot of the kneeling enemy. Visible to the right of the 

king, are parts of a Wepwawet standard, as was seen in the 

label of Den. The inscription immediately to the right of 

the standard reads as part of the word "turquoise" (mefkat), 

which suggests that perhaps this scene represents a foreign 

campaign by Sanakht, to obtain that material (Davis, 
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1989: 67). 

In a slightly later cliff relief of King Djoser (see 

Hall, 1986: Figure 11), one finds a complete representation 

of the victory motif, in which the king, wearing the khat 

head-cloth with uraeus, assumes a posture virtually 

identical to that seen in the ivory label of King Den. In 

this work, however, the kneeling captive holds his arms in a 

soon to be common, "S"-shaped configuration, with one hand 

held upward grasping the king's forearm, the other held 

downward on his own knee. Thus, while the king's smiting 

posture was rigidly standardized by this time, the posture 

of the subordinate victim was still somewhat variable in the 

composition. The specific handling of this variable, 

including the degree of naturalism or symbolic expression to 

be present in the victim's posture, was probably left to the 

discretion of the individual artist. 

In a still slightly later cliff relief (see Hall, 1986: 

Figure 12), King Sekhemkhet, wearing the White Crown, a 

pleated kilt and armed with a sword in his belt, assumes the 

smiting posture. The posture of Sekhemkhet with his 

widespread legs, his rear foot lifted up on its toes, the 

mace held high above his head and the kneeling captive 

grasped by his hairknot in the same hand as the king's ames 

staff—denoted by the thickening of the shaft at the point 

above his wrist—is also identical to that of the ivory 
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label of King Den of two dynasties earlier (Davis, 1989: 

67). Here, as in the previous example, the captive's arms 

assume the new "Sn- shaped configuration though modified in 

this case. Before the king, stride two other 

representations of himself, one wearing the Red Crown, the 

other wearing the White Crown. The repetition of the king's 

image as king of the North and king of the South, raises 

questions as to the degree of unity present in Egypt at the 

time (Hall, 1986: 9). 

This threefold depiction of the king is also present in 

a Fourth Dynasty stone marker of King Sneferu (see Hall, 

1986: Figure 14). Unlike the relief of Sekhemkhet which 

occurred in a single register, this work is divided into two 

registers. The upper register contains an image of King 

Sneferu, wearing the White crown, assuming the smiting 

posture, his kneeling captive's arms in the "S"-shaped 

configuration. The lower register contains the two striding 

images of the king, one wearing the Red crown, the other 

wearing the White crown. 

Finally, one other victory festival representation of 

King Sneferu is worth mentioning on account of the king's 

unusual if not unique headdress (see Hall, 1986: Figure 13). 

Composed of two feathers atop a combination ram and cow horn 

base, the entire crown is worn on a traditional Old Kingdom 

short curled wig (Hall, 1986: 9). The exact meaning of this 
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headdress is unknown. 

The occurrence of the victory motif in public 

locations, such as in the Wadi Maghara, and often on a 

monumental scale, suggests that the image certainly served a 

propagandistic function, possibly even on a preventative 

level, deterring would-be rebels or insurgents from taking 

action, lest they want to receive the wrath of the 

omnipotent king. Because of this possible function, one 

should not rely heavily on any implied historical evidence 

apparently offered by the representations, since it is quite 

possible that instead of recording an actual campaign, the 

images might be illustrating what "might occur" should the 

king's authority be challenged. 

While the smiting posture was clearly developed for the 

purposes of portraying the king as a victorious warrior, it 

was frequently utilized and adopted for other purposes such 

as the portrayal of a royal hunt. One such symbolic hunt is 

apparently the subject of a Sixth Dynasty relief of King 

Pepy II from his mortuary complex at Sakkara (see Davis, 

1989: Figure 4.13b). In the work,. Pepy II wears the 

sekhemtv or Double Crown of Upper and Lower Egypt and 

assumes the smiting posture. Now, however, it is an ibex—a 

signifier of evil and chaos, often symbolically destroyed 

during religious rituals—that has been substituted for the 

traditional kneeling captive (Davis, 1989: 81). 
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Another hunt scene exhibiting further adaptation of the 

smiting posture, is the highly fragmentary, First Dynasty 

ivory label of King Den from Abydos (see Davis, 1989: Figure 

4.13a), Here, not only has the human captive probably been 

substituted with a large animal, perhaps a hippopotamus 

(Davis, 1989: 80), but the king's customary mace has been 

replaced with a more appropriate harpoon. Note, however, 

how the king's wide-spread legs, his lifted rear heel, and 

raised rear arm—the basic elements of the smiting posture— 

are still maintained. 

Zoomorphic Representations of the King 

As mentioned earlier, while the smiting posture was the 

primary means of representing the victory festival, there 

were several other forms of substitution. In a group of 

works from the Early First Dynasty, representative of the 

"unification" category of palettes which illustrate various 

conflicts, triumphs and rituals associated with the 

unification of Egypt (Davis, 1989: 143), animals are often 

substituted for the image of the king. This use of animal 

imagery for metaphorical purposes was most likely a 

carryover from the older category of palettes contained 

within the so-called "Hunt Group," illustrating desert and 

imaginary animals in hunt or chase scenes (Davis, 1989: 

141) . 
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In the Louvre's fragmentary slate Bull Palette (see 

Leclant, 1979: Plate 59), done in atypically high relief of 

exceptionally fine quality, a royal victory is commemorated 

with an image of a bull trampling his enemy. Stylistically, 

the depiction is both highly realistic and graphic in its 

gory detail. Note the pressing of the Bull's foreleg on the 

captive's arm. This early realism is also seen in another 

slate palette fragment from the Metropolitan Museum of Art 

(see Hayes, 1953: Figure 23). In this piece, a spear 

graphically pierces the back of its victim, who, as in most 

of these early unification works, is a lower Egyptian. 

Another royal victory scene utilizing an animal 

equivalent for the king is represented on the obverse side 

of the finely carved slate Battlefield Palette (see Smith, 

1981: Figure 10; Schafer, 1974: Plate 3), its broken 

fragments, divided between the British Museum and the 

Ashmolean. Here, a hierarchically scaled image of the king 

in the form of a lion, is shown trampling his enemy. While 

popular in early works, this fairly realistic, highly 

animated treatment would soon yield to more stylized, static 

representations. 

In the lowest register on the obverse side of the 

Narmer Palette (see Kemp, 1989: Figure 12), Narmer, in the 

form of a bull, breaks down a fortified wall with his horns, 

evidenced by the removal of part of the wall, while 
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simultaneously trampling his enemy under his hoof. Unlike 

the previous examples, however, there is now hardly any 

contact between the bull and either the wall or fallen 

enemy, who in this case, barely acknowledges the presence of 

the king, let alone tries to fend him off. Here, completely 

symbolic gestures replace the graphic details of the king's 

conquest that were present in the earlier examples. The 

focus has shifted from the portrayal of an active struggle 

to that of a situation in which both participants realize 

the outcome. This particular scene might be read as another 

part of the year-name recorded on the Narmer palette, 

perhaps "Opening up (by force) the fortress Such-and-such" 

(Millet, 1990:59). 

Return now to the hieroglyphic rebus located just above 

the kneeling captive on the reverse side of the Narmer 

palette (see Kemp, 1989: Figure 12). As mentioned in the 

previous section, the configuration of the Horus falcon 

holding a rope through the lip of the profile head 

hieroglyph, which is in turn attached to the rounded 

rectangular hieroglyph for "land," out of which sprout 

papyrus plants, symbolizes Narmer's smiting of the people of 

Lower Egypt. However, unlike the bull or lion which were 

selected for their natural attributes of strength and power, 

the Horus falcon was selected as a result of the symbolic 

association of the king with that deity. 
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A seemingly unlikely candidate for representing the 

king, is found in an Early First Dynasty ivory cylinder seal 

of King Narmer, discovered by Quibell in the Main Deposit at 

Hierakonpolis (see Dochniak (In Press): Figure 1). On the 

poorly preserved cylinder, it is a catfish that is 

substituted for the image of the King. The selection of the 

fish becomes easily explainable, however, when one considers 

that it phonetically represents the syllable nar. and when 

combined with the chisel shaped hieroglyph mer located 

directly below it, forms the king's name. Above the catfish 

is a variant of the rosette-shaped hieroglyph, possibly 

representing "king," along with the falcon deity of Nekhen 

and the Vulture deity of Nekheb. 

In the scene, the large catfish smites the kneeling 

Libyan captives located in the three registers before the 

king, their arms tied behind their backs. In this unusual 

version of the smiting posture, the customary mace has been 

replaced with a large stick, held by the catfish with the 

help of attached human arms. Nor is the stick held with one 

hand, placed high above the king's head, as in the 

traditional smiting posture, but with both hands, held low 

in front of the nar fish. The effect of this less imposing 

posture is more that of the king containing his enemies with 

the stick, than that of being about to deliver a fatal blow. 

The hieroglyphs to the left of the scene identify the 
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conquered region as being Libya. Therefore, the visual 

year-name represented on the cylinder, might read "Year of 

Smiting the Libyans." 

A campaign against Libya utilizing "armed" zoomorphic 

equivalents is apparently also the subject of the obverse 

side of the slate Libyan palette from the Egyptian Museum, 

Cairo (see Kemp, 1989: Figure 16? Terrace, 1970: 23) ; 

however, as will be later argued, the event being depicted 

on this side of the palette is more probably a foundation 

scene. In the fragmentary work, a series of animals— 

possibly representing either the king himself or a series of 

armies allied in a coalition—armed with hoes, are engaged 

in what is most frequently interpreted as the breaking down 

of various named fortified enclosures, presumed to be on the 

Libyan border (Aldred, 1980: 32; Emery, 1961: 116-7; 

Gardiner, 1961: 393-4). Petrie suggests, however, that the 

names contained within the buttressed enclosures refer to 

cities located in middle Egypt and that this side of the 

palette refers to a conquest of that region (1953: 14-15). 

While it is entirely possible that even at this early 

date the hoes might have been intended to only represent 

their phonetic value of mer meaning "beloved," in which case 

each combination of animal and hoe would read "beloved of 

the fact that three of the animals: the falcon, 

scorpion, and lion, are actually holding their respective 
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hoes suggests they are functioning as literal objects. If 

the hoes were intended to merely represent their phonetic 

values, this interaction would not be necessary. The 

controversy surrounding the palette centers on whether these 

hoes are being used to destroy the walls or—as will be 

later argued—are part of a foundation scene. 

Stylistically, the figures are also executed in the 

restrained, static, symbolic form, as seen on the Narmer 

palette. The scene might be read as a form of litany: 

"...the Falcon has destroyed the City of the Owl. The Two 

Falcons have destroyed the City of the Palm. The Scorpion 

has destroyed the City of the Chapel. The Lion has 

destroyed the City of the Ka" (Donadoni, 1969: 25). 

The reverse side of the palette (see Terrace, 1970: 22) 

is arranged into registers of cattle, asses, rams, and 

either olive, acacia, or incense plants, perhaps 

illustrating the tribute taken from these cities as booty. 

One scholar argues, however, that the scene actually depicts 

a commercial caravan—represented by the donkeys—to obtain 

olives (Largacha, 1989: 221-3). On the right side of the 

bottom register is a pair of hieroglyphs which read "land of 

the throw-stick," identifying the region of Libya, hence the 

palette's name (Aldred, 1987: 80-1). 

In summary, the particular species of animal to be 

substituted for the image of the king was selected for a 
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variety of reasons, including its ability to convey a sense 

of power, such as in the case of the bull and lion; an 

identification with a particular deity, such as in the case 

of the Horus falcon; or the animals association with the 

king's name, such as in the case of the Nar fish. 

Roval Name Representations of the King 

In addition to the standard smiting posture and the 

substitution of animal equivalents for the king's image, a 

third means of representing the victory festival utilized 

the written name of the king itself contained within a 

serekh; an upright rectangle topped by the Horus falcon, the 

upper portion of which contains the king's name, 

representing a plan of the royal palace; the bottom half, 

illustrating an elevation of the palace facade. 

On the far left side of a First Dynasty rock 

inscription of King Djer (see Aldred, 1987: Figure 50) from 

Wadi Haifa, located on the Nile's West bank, the serekh of 

the king either leads or drives forward a Nubian captive, 

designated by the bow sign for Nubia being held behind the 

captive's back who is assuming the typical attitude of 

captivity. The two wheel-like glyphs in front of the 

captive probably represent conquered towns or villages. 

Above the group of slain enemies on the far right side of 

the scene, sits another captive tied to an Egyptian ship 
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(Aldred, 1987: 85-6; Emery, 1961: 59-60). As with other 

examples of the victory festival, it is not known whether 

this image is meant to represent the conquest of Nubia by 

Djer, a punitive raid on his part, or an actual historical 

event at all. 

A similar use of the serekh is present in a first 

dynasty ivory label of king Aha from Abydos (see Petrie, 

1901: Plate XI, Number 1). The flat, crudely incised label 

exhibits the same low level of quality seen in the 

previously discussed label of King Den (see Spencer, 1980: 

Plate 53, Number 460). Similarly, the function of this 

label was also to date whatever object or group of objects 

to which it was attached. While generally interpreted as a 

conquest, of King Aha over the Nubians (Emery, 1961: 51) , the 

scene depicted on the label most likely represents a ritual 

sacrifice commemorating the erection of a new building 

(Logan, 1990: 66). On the far left of the label, facing 

right, is the serekh of king Aha. Immediately in front of 

the serekh is a kneeling captive, his arms bound behind his 

back. In front of the captive's head, projecting downward 

from the top right corner of the serekh is a fragmentary 

line which might possibly represent a mace. Logan views 

this element of the composition as identical to the mace 

projecting downward from the cabin of the lower boat on the 

Turin Painted Linen, before which kneels a bound prisoner 
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(1990: 66). Here, the standard weapon used in the 

traditional smiting posture has been attached to the serekh 

of the king, instead of being held in his hand. At this 

time, only these first two elements—the serekh and the 

captive—will be discussed. The remainder of the label will 

be covered in the section dealing with foundation and 

dedication festival scenes. 

THE AGRICULTURAL RITE 

The agricultural rite symbolized the king's 

responsibility of ensuring the fertility of the land and 

usually involved some form of irrigational activity such as 

the opening of a canal or irrigation ditch. The event would 

take place after the inundation, when the floodwaters began 

to recede from the fields, just prior to their planting. 

While no exact references to the agricultural rite are 

to be found on the remaining portion of the Palermo Stone, a 

reference to a similar activity is present in Row 3, Column 

8. The entire year-name, reading wepet esh Swt netcheru: 

setet khab. couples the ritual harpooning of a hippopotamus 

with the opening of a lake. It is not unreasonable to 

assume that since both the agricultural rite and the opening 

of a lake would have involved the ceremonial breaking of a 

dike by the king, that the two activities would have been 

considered similar in certain respects. 
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As with the victory festival, the means of representing 

the agricultural rite is also primarily pictorial in nature. 

The most celebrated example of the rite appears on the 

limestone macehead of the so-called Scorpion King, dating to 

the Early First Dynasty (see Millet, 1990: Figure 2). The 

spectacular piece was discovered at Hierakonpolis by Quibell 

in 1894 and is now in the Ashmolean Museum. The finely 

executed, shallow relief on the highly fragmentary macehead 

is divided into three registers. The uppermost register 

consists of a row of standards representing the nomes of 

Upper Egypt from which hang Lapwing birds symbolizing the 

Lower Egyptians and bows symbolizing foreigners. This part 

of the macehead most likely refers to some military conquest 

of the South over North. Emery (1961: 42-3) suggests that 

this top register represents the actual unification or 

reunification of Egypt, while Gardiner, agreeing that some 

victory is being represented, does not believe it is a 

complete unification of the two lands, since the Scorpion 

king located in the register below, wears only the White 

Crown (1961: 402-3). 

The middle register, which contains the agricultural 

rite scene, has for its ground line, the canal itself, which 

appears to fork from a perpendicular branch at a point 

located directly below the forward foot of the king. In the 

scene, the Scorpion king, wearing the White crown, stands 
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holding a large hoe, its straight edge on a plane horizontal 

to the king's forearms. He is attended at his rear by 

fanbearers, and in front by both a high official bending to 

receive the first basketful of sod or mud—representing the 

commencement of that year's irrigational activity—and a now 

headless figure, holding a broom. As in the victory motif, 

the king is shown hierarchically larger than all other 

figures. 

Behind the fanbearers, and orientated in the opposite 

direction, is a second event taking place in a marsh 

environment designated by papyrus plants. In the setting, a 

figure is carried in what appears to be a double-litter, 

suggesting that there is another figure in front of the one 

visible. Below the double-litter, several female dancers 

perform. A reconstruction of the missing part of this 

register is offered by Millet (1990: 58). He suggests that 

in addition to the image of the king working with a hoe, 

there must have been another image of the king engaging in 

some activity in front of the ladies of the royal household, 

inhabiting the marsh. Millet proposes that one possible 

activity might have been a ritual harpooning of a 

hippopotamus during a royal hunt. 

In the lowermost register, immediately to the right of 

the agricultural workers and potted plant, is a fragment of 

the king's sacred bark sailing past cultivated plots 
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surrounded by other branches of the canal. Also located in 

this register are two shrines of Lower Egypt, one below the 

fanbearers in the register above, the other, on the bottom 

most remaining part of the macehead, just below the lower 

horizontal canal. In opposition to the top register, Emery 

sees this bottom register as symbolizing the peaceful 

cultivation of the land (1961: 42-3). Davis believes it is 

the enemies that the king has subdued, that are doing the 

cultivation (1989: 162-4). 

Returning now to the agricultural rite itself, it is 

generally agreed that the Scorpion King is breaking a dike 

to allow floodwaters to flow into an irrigation basin 

(Aldred, 1987: 71; Smith, 1981: 34; Wilson, 1951: figure 

5a). The king, in effect, is in the act of taking 

possession and controlling nature by building one of the 

canals or dikes that will enable the region to be both 

productive and inhabitable (Davis, 1989: 162-4). 

On a larger scale, the event could also represent the 

king's inauguration of a canal network as shown by the 

waterway's bifurcation at the point of his excavation 

(Butzer (1976: 20-21). The origins and impetus for building 

such artificial irrigation systems in Egypt has been well 

described by Butzer in his hydraulic hypothesis. According 

to Butzer, the advantages of such a system would be an 

increase in the area of annual cropland relative to the 
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variable flood level, the retention of water in basins after 

undesirably low flood crests, and the planting of a second 

or even a third crop in intensively utilized garden plots 

(Butzer, 1976: 20). In short, the objective of such a 

system would be to maximize one's labor and resources. To 

accomplish such a goal on a large scale would almost 

certainly require a high degree of organization within the 

Egyptian state. Since this was ultimately the king's 

responsibility, the ability to effectively irrigate the land 

would also be seen as a personal accomplishment of the king. 

Emery focuses on this idea of unification in his 

interpretation that the main scene of the king engaging in 

the agricultural rite, surrounded by scenes of rejoicing, 

commemorates his reorganization of the country after its 

reunification (Emery, 1961: 42-3). The mace, according to 

Emery, should be read from top to bottom, as symbolizing the 

unification, reorganization, and peaceful occupation of 

Egypt. 

Millet, in a more convincing argument, however, views 

the main scene, along with his proposed hippopotamus hunt 

for the missing section, as a pictorial year-name, reading 

the "Opening the Lake of ..., and Harpooning the 

Hippopotamus" (Millet, 1990: 58). This is supported by the 

fact that the previously mentioned year-name recorded on the 

Palermo stone also couples a ritual hunt with the opening of 
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a lake (Millet, 1990: 58). 

The work's overall significance on a general level is 

best summed up by Hoffman (1979: 312-317), when he 

acknowledges that the macehead is in effect, a "'powerfact'-

-an artifact with obvious symbolic linkages to the ideal 

role and personification of kingship (1979: 316)." Hoffman 

further speculates that an object of this unusual size would 

have undoubtedly served as a commemorative object, either 

carried by the king or displayed in the temple. 

While the various historical interpretations outlined 

above are somewhat vague in their specifics, this fact 

serves to further illustrate the suitability of the 

agricultural rite scene, as with the victory motif—both 

categories of kingship festival iconography—to the * 

representation of specific historical details. The 

agricultural rite scene is best suited to depict the king as 

the primary person responsible for the general irrigation 

and fertility of the land. No provision is made in the 

iconography for conveying the extent of a particular 

irrigation project. Furthermore, while the physical act of 

irrigation required thousands of organized laborers, just as 

warfare required an entire army, the iconography 

representing both activities is clearly designed to present 

the king alone as the sole participant. 
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FOUNDATION AND DEDICATION FESTIVALS 

The next category of kingship festival iconography to 

be discussed is that associated with the foundation and 

dedication of temples and other important buildings. The 

actual foundation of a building consisted primarily of two 

operations. In the first step, the site of the new 

structure was demarcated. Next, a foundation of some sort 

was laid. When the building being constructed was a temple 

or other important structure such as a palace, a foundation 

festival probably accompanied the event, in which the king 

symbolically performed these activities (Bleeker, 1967: 93). 

In the case of temples, the dedication festival served 

to consecrate the sanctuary and probably involved the king 

purifying the temple with fire and incense. -This act by the 

king would have been considered of paramount importance 

since the temple was thought to be both the source of divine 

power for this world and the house of the god itself 

(Bleeker, 1967: 93). Undoubtedly, both the foundation and 

dedication festivals would have been performed with great 

"pomp and splendor" (Bleeker, 1967: 93). 

The Palermo Stone, in Row 3, Column 1, records a saha 

hwt-netcher or the erection of a temple. Two other events 

closely associated with the foundation and dedication of 

important buildings: the mes.t Wepwawet or "fashioning of a 

Wepwawet Standard" and the mes.t Inpw or "fashioning of a 
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statue of Anubis," are recorded in Row 3, Column 11; and Row 

2, Columns 1 and 10; respectively. References to a third 

event closely associated with the foundation and dedication 

of buildings, the mes.t iemv-wt. or "fashioning of a iemv-wt 

Standard, are recorded on the Cairo fragments of the Palermo 

Stone. 

In pictorial representations, the foundation and 

dedication festivals are often combined into one 

representation. The majority of these scenes utilize only 

the serekh of the king, as opposed to his actual image. 

The standard format for representing the event usually 

includes the king's serekh. the building or structure being 

dedicated, and a representation of one of the three closely 

associated events, previously mentioned. It is important to 

note that unlike the two previous festivals which were 

essentially pictorial in nature, the three closely 

associated events that often accompany the foundation and 

dedication ceremony are represented hieroglyphically, in a 

manner which makes them virtually identical to their year-

name references on the Palermo Stone. One can infer from 

this observation, that these peripheral activities— 

represented simply with enlarged and occassionally 

embellished pre-existing hieroglyphs—were not considered 

important enough in themselves to warrant a unique mode of 

pictorial representation. 
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The overall format is best illustrated in two nearly 

identical inscribed ebony labels from the reign of King Aha: 

one in the University of Pennsylvania's University Museum 

(see Petrie, 1901: Plate X, Number 2), the other more 

fragmentary one, in the British Museum (see Petrie, 1901: 

Plate XI, Number 2). Both labels are from Abydos and date 

to the First Dynasty. Due to the identical nature of the 

two labels they will be treated as one. 

The labels are divided into four registers, the top of 

which illustrates the building of a temple of the goddess 

Neith at the city of Sais in the delta (Emery, 1961: 51). 

On the extreme left of this top register is the serekh of 

King Aha. The serekh faces right and functions as a 

substitute for the image of the king as in the rock 

inscription of King Djer (see Aldred, 1987: Figure 50). The 

next element in the register is the mes.t hieroglyph for 

"fashioning," represented by three hanging foxskins. To the 

immediate right of the mes.t hieroglyph, is the iemv-wt 

standard. This more enigmatic element, consisting of what 

Logan interprets as bird intestines hanging from a pole, has 

been interpreted as a protective emblem of the king, 

fashioned during public appearances, particularly at the 

opening and dedication of important buildings (Logan, 1990: 

69). As previously mentioned, the Palermo Stone mentions 

several occurrences of the "fashioning" of either the iemv-
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wt fetish or a statue of Anubis himself, whom it represents. 

Apparently the event could occur more than once during a 

king's reign and at any time, suggesting that it was not a 

coronation (Logan, 1990: 62). The Cairo 4 fragment of the 

Annals records a year-name specifically linking the 

"fashioning" of the iemv-wt fetish with the construction of 

a building called the sentv (Logan, 1990: 62). 

To the immediate upper right of the i emv-wt standard 

are two elaborately decorated ships. To the immediate lower 

right of the standard is the aha hieroglyph for "erecting," 

represented by a ship's mast, followed by an open temple 

courtyard flanked by two triangular-shaped pennants, 

probably meaning god. In the center of the courtyard is the 

standard of the goddess Neith, the patron deity of the delta 

region. To the far right of the courtyard is a barrel-

roofed shrine, typical of lower Egypt (Emery, 1961: 180). 

Therefore the year-name represented by this top register 

might read: "A visit by the king to observe the 'fashioning' 

of a iemv-wt fetish and the erecting of the temple of Neith" 

(Logan, 1990: 64). 

The second register shows a running of the Apis bull in 

front of another barrel-roofed shrine named only with the 

hieroglyph t, represented by a loaf of bread. Atop the 

shrine stands an unidentified bird. In front of the bull is 

a human figure holding what appears to be an offering 
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basket. The third register depicts a royal visit by boat to 

at least two walled towns. The lowest level names the 

setchedi-herew oil to which the label was attached. The oil 

was probably a tax donation from Lower Egypt (Logan, 1990: 

64-5). One hundred units of the oil are specified on the 

Philadelphia label, three hundred units are specified on the 

British Museum label. 

A somewhat similar configuration is present on the 

ebony label of Aha (see Petrie, 1901: Plate XI, Number 1), 

which was discussed earlier in the section on victory 

festivals. To the right of the serekh. is a series of 

hieroglyphs again accompanied by the mes.t hieroglyph for 

"fashioning," above which is placed an image of a reclining 

jackal instead of the iemv-wt standard. On the far right of 

the label is the fortified enclosure being commemorated. In 

summary, the complete label might read: "The construction 

and dedication of a fortified enclosure for which a statue 

of Anubis was fashioned and a ritual human sacrifice 

occurred." 

A later example of the fashioning of a i emv-wt standard 

in conjunction with a foundation and dedication scene is 

present in a highly fragmentary label of King Djet from his 

tomb at Abydos, dating to the First Dynasty (see Petrie, 

1902: Plate XI, Number 2). On the uppermost part of the top 

fragment, one can barely make out left side of the 
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rectangular shaped serekh. Immediately below the serekh is 

the mes.t hieroglyph with two of its three hanging foxskins 

visible. Below the mes.t hieroglyph and continued on the 

top of the bottom fragment, is the iemv-wt standard. In the 

middle of the bottom fragment is the fortified rectangular 

structure being dedicated. Inside the enclosure are two 

pennant-shaped hieroglyphs, the third no longer visible, 

reading netcheru or "the gods." Thus the year-name might 

read: "King Djet, the fashioning of the iemv-wt standard, 

and the construction of the god's fortress" (Logan, 1990: 

62). 

A royal visit by the king to attend a foundation and 

dedication festival appears to be present in a slightly 

different format on a second pair of almost identical ivory 

labels from the reign of King Aha: one in the Egyptian 

Museum, Cairo (see Emery, 1961: Figure 10), the other in the 

Liverpool Institute of Archaeology. Both labels are from 

Nagada and date to the First Dynasty. As with the previous 

pair of labels these two highly controversial labels will 

also be considered together. 

The labels are divided into three registers. On the 

far left of the top registers are two falcons facing right, 

stacked one on top of the other. Each holds a mace and 

shield identifying the name Aha. In addition to these 

elements, the bottom falcon also has in front of him, the 
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hieroglyph mer. represented by a hoe, and what appears to be 

a fragment of a six-sided buttressed enclosure. The falcons 

are followed by an elaborately decorated ship. To the right 

of the ship is the serekh of king Aha. In front of the 

serekh is a triple enclosure containing the hieroglyphs for 

nebti or the "two ladies" and hieroglyph men, represented by 

a draughtboard. 

The controversy over the labels, rises out of the 

relationship of this structure and its enclosed hieroglyphs 

to King Aha. One hypothesis is that the men hieroglyph 

should be read phonetically as a "Two-Ladies" name, thereby 

linking King Aha to the Greek historian Manetho's mythical 

king Menes who is said to have united Egypt (Emery, 1961: 

25). Gardiner, however, feels that the activity being 

represented is actually King Aha's attendance of the funeral 

of his predecessor, King Narmer, and that it was Narmer who 

had to be Menes. Gardiner argues that since both the serekh 

and the Two-Ladies name face in the same direction, they 

must be referring to two different kings (Gardiner, 1961: 

407). However, the practice of making the names of the king 

face each other was not rigidly in place at this time. 

Saleh, however, reads the men hieroglyph ideographically as 

"established," thereby interpreting the top register as the 

dedication of a building founded by the king called "the two 

ladies endure" (Saleh, 1987: 45). Until more material is 
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found solidly linking the various names—the Horus, Two 

Ladies, and King of Upper and Lower Egypt or Nesu Bity—of 

these early kings, the issue will be difficult to resolve 

with any degree of certainty. 

In the second register, the king holds a staff and 

strides out of a palace, its roof topped with knotted grass 

ends known as the kheker decoration, followed by three 

courtiers. In front of the king are two men engaged in 

either the mixing or pouring of some substance, perhaps oil 

(Saleh, 1987: 45). On the label in the Liverpool Museum, 

the scene is titled the delivery of "provisions of Lower 

Egypt and food supplies of Upper Egypt" (Saleh, 1987: 45). 

To the left of the ceremony is a sacrifice scene consisting 

of crouched prisoners, oxen, fowl, jars, and bread. In the 

lowest register, four standing figures accompany a 

hieroglyphic inscription identifying a type of oil. 

One final possible foundation scene might be found on 

the previously discussed obverse side of the Libyan palette 

(see Kemp, 1989: Figure 16; Terrace, 1970: 23). While 

initially interpreted in the section on victory festival 

animal equivalents as a conquest of Libya, it can be equally 

argued that a foundation event of some kind is taking place. 

The most important piece of evidence for rejecting the 

idea of an attack on the enclosures is the fact that the 

buttressed enclosure walls are complete in their perimeters. 
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A comparison can be made with the lowest register on the 

obverse side of the Narmer palette (see Kemp, 1989: Figure 

12), where Narmer in the form of a bull, breaks down a 

fortified wall with his horns. Unlike the Libyan palette, 

here the damage to the structure is clearly indicated by the 

removal of part of the wall, thereby breaking the perimeter. 

It seems quite likely that when the Egyptian artist intended 

to convey the idea of breaking down a wall, no room for 

misinterpretation would have been allowed. 

The next piece of evidence to be considered is the fact 

that the hoes reportedly doing the damage in the attack 

hypothesis, would be highly ineffective for such a task 

(Largacha, 1989: 218). The wooden hoe essentially consists 

of a wide, flattened element that is best suited for either 

the breaking up of soil too hard for a plow, or the scooping 

up soft mud, not hacking down hardened mud brick walls. 

Recall the image of the Scorpion king opening up a dike or 

canal with his hoe during his partaking in an agricultural 

rite (see Millet, 1990: Figure 2). Furthermore, the 

gathering up of mud would have been considered a primary 

step in the making of bricks—a step which would no doubt 

have served to identify the hoe with the building process. 

Regarding the small rectangular objects contained within the 

buttressed enclosures, they have often been labelled as 

bricks toppled from the enclosure; however, there is simply 
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no evidence to support this. The regular alignment of each 

of the blocks on a horizontal and vertical axis coupled with 

the fact that their placement within each of the enclosures 

has no visible relationship to the location of the animal— 

note the three blocks along the bottom side of the lower 

right enclosure, being on the extreme opposite side from 

that of the lion—suggests that they are not fragments of 

the enclosure being toppled by the animals. More likely the 

rectangular blocks are simply intended to represent 

buildings or structures of some sort contained within the 

enclosures. 

In summary, it appears that this side of the Libyan 

palette might instead depict either the actual building or 

reinforcement of the fortified enclosures and not their 

destruction. For such an interpretation to be plausible, 

however, one must be able to accept that the pictorial year-

date being named on this side refers to a different 

historical event than that of the "receiving of the Libyan 

booty" named on the opposite side. However, the 

representation of combination pictorial year-names on a 

single object, a single side or even within a single 

register, is not uncommon as evidenced from the middle 

register of the Scorpion macehead recording both the "year 

of Opening the Lake of ..., and Harpooning the 

Hippopotamus"; the Narmer macehead recording both the "year 
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of the Festival of Appearance of the King of Lower Egypt" 

and the "First Occasion of Counting"; and the Narmer palette 

recording both the "Smiting of the Northland" and the 

"Opening up by force of the fortress Such-and-such" (Millet, 

1990: 58-9). Thus, it is not necessary to assume a thematic 

connection between the two sides. 

THE SED-FESTIVAL 

Undoubtedly, one of the most important kingship 

festivals was that of the Sed. It was through the rites of 

the mysterious heb-sed (heb meaning festival) that the 

king's power was renewed and rejuvenated. The magical, 

symbolic character of the Sed could have developed out of 

some earlier barbaric practice in which the king might have 

been forcibly removed from office, perhaps through his 

execution, when he showed signs of failing powers (Emery, 

1961: 108). The ritual appears to have had its origins at 

least as far back as the Early Dynastic period and was to 

remain popular throughout Egyptian history, becoming ever 

more extravagant over time (Bleeker, 1967: 97). 

Much controversy still remains regarding the occurrence 

of the Sed-Festival. The generally accepted view is that 

the festival was to have been traditionally performed thirty 

years after the king's coronation. The Palermo Stone, 

however, offers evidence that it frequently occurred at much 
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shorter intervals (Emery, 1961: 108). One particular 

reference to an occurrence of a Sed-Festival appears in Row 

3, Column 3. Bleeker, however, argues against the idea of 

the Sed-Festival occurring at a fixed number of years after 

the king's coronation, suggesting the period of thirty years 

only refers to the span of one generation, in other words, 

"a very long reign" (Bleeker, 1967: 114). In later periods 

the Sed-Festival appears to have occurred on a regular 

periodic cycle of thirty years, cutting through individual 

kings' reigns (O'Mara, 1979: 142). Such a change would 

suggest that there was a shift in emphasis from the renewal 

of an individual king's power to that of the office itself. 

Before a description of the Sed-Festival is given, it 

should be re-emphasized that as with the other categories of 

kingship festivals, there does not exist a complete text 

describing the heb-sed. The various pieces of evidence— 

both visual and textual—used in constructing a composite 

picture of this most important festival are both highly 

fragmentary and widely separated in time (Bleeker, 1967: 

97). Specific aspects of the festival which remain in 

question include: the amount of the festival that is 

actually represented in the art; the correct sequence of the 

various rituals which constitute the festival; the length of 

time it took to perform the festival; the way in which the 

festival changed over time; and the relationship of the Sed 
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to other festivals (Bleeker, 1967: 97). 

With these obstacles in mind, archaeological evidence 

suggests that special buildings were constructed for the 

Sed-Festival. the principle ones being a double throne 

covered with a canopy, the robing room, and the all-

important heb-sed court, flanked on both sides with chapels 

representing each of the various gods of the nomes of Upper 

and Lower Egypt (Emery, 1961: 108). The festival itself, in 

its fully developed form, appears to have consisted of three 

rituals of central significance (Bleeker, 1967: 101). It is 

these three rituals which are most frequently represented in 

the art. 

The Donning of the Sed-Robe 

The ritual that is believed to have occurred first 

during the festival is "the donning of the Sed-Robe of the 

royal four-threaded fabric," in which the king puts on a 

short mantle in the Robing room, prior to ascending the 

throne (Bleeker, 1967: 101). Most Early Dynastic Period 

representations of the king wearing the Sed-Robe. appear in 

three-dimensional form, the finest one being the delicately 

carved, standing ivory figure of an Archaic period king, 

found at Abydos by Petrie (see Spencer, 1980: Plate 55, 

Number 483). 

The king is shown wearing the White Crown, of which 

part is missing, and the unmistakable Sed-Robe. The heavy 
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linen, sleeveless, cloak-like garment is decorated on its 

entire surface with a concentric diamond design, probably 

done in cross-stitch (Glanville, 1931: 65). On both the 

base of the garment and on the front where it opens, there 

is a distinct border (Spencer, 1980: 67). The king holds 

his arms in the front of the tightly-fitting garment, his 

hands, now missing, appear to have been in the position for 

holding the crook and flail (Glanville, 1931: 66). 

The strange posture of the king's head jutting forward 

might be explained by the fact that although both legs of 

the king are missing, there is enough of the remaining 

stumps to show that he is in the act of striding. Perhaps, 

the position of the king's head was intended to convey a 

sense of deliberateness in his step (Glanville, 1931: 66). 

A two-dimensional representation of the king wearing 

the Sed-robe is present on an early dynastic limestone slab 

(see Emery, 1958: Plate 98), undoubtedly an artist's trial 

or practice piece (Davis, 1989: 104). The slab was later 

rc-used in a wall of a Third Dynasty tomb shaft (Spencer, 

1980: 16). Carved in fairly flat, low relief, the broken 

slab depicts what appears to be two attempts at an image of 

the king in Sed-Festival attire. Each is shown wearing a 

Red Crown, along with the short Sed-Robe as described in the 

previous work. The absence of any decoration on the robes 

is probably the result of the unfinished state of the piece. 
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The hands of each king, emerging from the front of the robe 

at the wrist, hold the crook and what could either be a was-

Scepter or flail, as had been postulated for the ivory 

abydos statuette. Regarding the other elements present on 

the slab consisting of a hawk, falcon, baboon atop a maat 

hieroglyph, owl, and an unidentifiable bird, it appears that 

from both the assortment of animals represented and their 

random placement on this particular trial piece, they are 

not connected to the two images of the kings. 

Two monumental examples of the king dressed in the Sed-

Robe come from the reign of king Khasekhem at the end of the 

Second Dynasty. In two nearly identical, finely carved 

three-dimensional statues of king Khasekhem, one schist (see 

Saleh, 1987: 48), the other limestone, the king is shown 

seated on a highly rectilinear throne, wearing the White 

crown and tightly fitting Sed-Robe. The placement of the 

king's left arm across the body with its fist resting on the 

right forearm is an archaic convention that was avoided in 

later sculpture (Aldred, 1963: 107). The king's two hands 

are clenched as if they were holding the ceremonial crook 

and flail (Aldred, 1980: 44). As to the original placement 

and function of these two finely made works, nothing is 

known. 
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The Heb-Sed Pavilion 

The second part of the heb-sed probably consisted of 

the king sitting on each of two thrones, alternately wearing 

the White and Red crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt. The 

thrones, most likely placed side-by-side and covered by a 

canopy, were located atop a raised platform, reached by two 

sets of stairs, one in front of each throne (Bleeker, 1967: 

101? Kemp, 1989: 58-9). 

The most standardized artistic representation of the 

heb-sed pavilion appears in the later developed hieroglyphic 

determinative [023] QQ for the Sed-Festival (Gardiner, 

1957: 495). In the hieroglyph, the thrones are not 

represented side-by-side as they actually existed in three 

dimensional space, but back-to-back in a bilaterally-

symmetrical profile view. It is as if the platform has been 

severed between the two thrones, one half rotated 180 

degrees, and the two halves rejoined back to back. A 

variant of the double-stepped, double-throned pavillion is 

included in the hieroglyphic reference to the Sed-Festival, 

appearing in Row 3, Column 3. 

In the Early Dynastic Period, the first reasonably 

certain representation of the Sed-Pavilion occurs on a clay 

seal of King Djer from his tomb at Abydos, dating to the 

First Dynasty (see Spencer, 1980: Plate 30, Number 369). On 
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the seal, the king, identifiable from his serekh located 

before him, is dressed in the Sed-Robe and shown alternately 

wearing the Red and White crown (Spencer, 1980: 54). In his 

hands he holds a flail and probably also a crook—which 

commonly accompanies the flail—though one is not visible. 

However, unlike in the hieroglyph, the two profile images of 

the king are placed one in front of the other, not back-to-

back. Alternating with two thrones is the jackal standard, 

perhaps having the same protective function seen in the 

victory and foundation festivals. The presence on a seal, 

of this image from the Sed-Festival along with the serekh of 

king Djer, would have been to date the objects the seal was 

impressed upon, with a year-name reading "An Occurrence of a 

Sed-Festival of King Djer." 

A third format for representing the two thrones is 

generally argued to be present in the slightly later First 

Dynasty ebony label of Den from his tomb at Abydos (see 

Spencer, 1980: Plate 53, Number 459). The right side of the 

label is divided into at least four registers enclosed 

within a renpet sign, thereby representing year-names. The 

top register is most often interpreted as representing a 

Sed-Festival (Spencer, 1980: 64), with the presence of only 

a single throne being explained by the proposal that the 

double thrones, in their side-by-side configuration, are 

here being realistically portrayed in a profile view, 
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causing them to overlap and appear as one (Vikentiev, 1942: 

288-9; 1948: 682-4). However, due to the fact that the king 

is shown apparently wearing the Double crown, one would have 

to also extend this theory of overlapping imagery to the 

figures of the king—both sitting on the throne, as well as 

those running— since in the heb-sed. the king would appear 

only wearing either the White or Red crown. A more 

acceptable explanation will be suggested in the next several 

sections. 

A representation of the heb-sed pavilion, present on a 

Third Dynasty alabaster vase from the reign of Djoser (see 

Saleh, 1987: 53), most closely matches the configuration 

later depicted in the previously mentioned hieroglyphic 

determinative for the festival. The lowest portion of the 

finely carved vase consists of the god of eternity holding 

in his two outstretched arms, a raised pedestal. On top of 

pedestal is the heb-sed pavilion itself. Although greatly 

elongated, the pavilion, consisting of two back-to-back 

thrones covered by a canopy, is identical to the 

configuration present in the hieroglyph. Perhaps this 

format, although deviating the most from reality, was 

selected for its bilateral symmetry, clarity, and heraldic 

appearance. The association of the heb-sed pavilion, in 

this particular case, with the god of eternity, might 

symbolize the eternal jubilees the king was to celebrate in 
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the afterlife (Saleh, 1987: 53). 

Ritual of Territorial Claim 

In the third part of the Sed, the king performed a 

cultic "dance." With the Sed-Robe removed and wearing only 

a short kilt to which a jackal tail is attached, the king 

runs four times around a designated area within the court 

(known as the "field") as the king of South and four times 

as the king of the North (Bleeker, 1967: 101; Emery, 1961: 

109). 

The king's ceremonial run around the court was probably 

not an official part of Sed-Festival during the Early 

Dynastic Period, but more likely existed as a separate event 

known as the "Ritual of Territorial Claim" or "Encompassing 

or Presenting the Field" (Kemp, 1989: 57-8). The Ritual of 

Territorial Claim appears to have been held on a much more 

frequent basis, either alone or in conjunction with the Sed 

and other festivals (Kemp, 1989: 61). After the Third 

Dynasty, the ritual would be absorbed into the Sed as a 

permanent part of its pageantry (Kemp, 1989: 61). 

The Ritual of Territorial Claim at the time of Djoser, 

is to have taken place in another rectangular court, 

similar, yet separate from that used for the Sed. known as 

the "Court of Appearance." The court contained a token 

palace at one end and an elevated throne dias reached by 
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steps and covered by a canopy, at the other. In the center 

of the court was two sets of lunette-shaped territorial 

marker cairns (Spencer, 1978: 52-5). In the ritual, the 

king, alternately wearing the costumes of the North and 

South and holding the flail and the imv.t per—literally the 

"House Document," granting him the right to the field and 

probably the land as a whole (Wilkinson, 1987: 50)—either 

strode or ran between these cairns (Kemp, 1989: 60). 

The territorial cairns are the principal elements in 

artistic representations of the Ritual of Territorial Claim. 

While some of the examples to be discussed are not actually 

being performed in conjunction with the Sed. it should be 

remembered that the ritual of territorial claim probably 

existed as an autonomous ritual at this time. 

The earliest example of the field itself is present on 

the Early First Dynasty limestone macehead of King Narmer, 

found in the Main Deposit at Hierakonpolis by Quibell in 

1894 (see Millet, 1990: Figure 1). The finely carved 

macehead, now in the Ashmolean Museum, is of the same style 

and quality as the Narmer palette and the Scorpion macehead. 

In the middle register on the right side of the 

illustration, three bearded male figures, their hands 

pressed tightly behind their backs, are shown running a race 

between the two pairs of three lunettes (Millet, 1990: 55). 

While probably not meant to be a ritual of territorial 
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between the lunettes in the same manner as the king himself 

would, raises an interesting possibility. Maybe we are 

being offered insight into an area of festival occurrence, 

not normally represented—the participation by other members 

of the ruling hierarchy, in ritual activity mirroring that 

of the king's. Perhaps, after the king runs the course 

himself, members of the royal family, high ranking 

courtiers, and other bureaucrats would follow—thereby 

reaffirming and re-establishing the "boundaries" of their 

own office. 

An example of an actual ritual of territorial claim 

taking place—although probably not in conjunction with the 

Sed—is present on the ebony label of King Den (see Spencer, 

1980: Plate 53, Number 459), discussed in the previous 

section on the Sed-Pavilion. On the right side of the top 

register, the king is shown striding between the two sets of 

three cairns. He wears the Double crown and holds the 

ceremonial flail and imv.t per. The king is positioned at a 

point equidistant between the two sets of lunettes. 

The most complete representation of the ritual of 

territorial claim is present in a third dynasty wall relief 

from the mortuary complex of Djoser at Sakkara (see Kemp, 

1989: Figure 20e). Djoser, dressed in the short kilt and 

wearing the White crown, is shown striding between a set of 
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territorial cairns, holding both the flail and imv.t per. 

In front of the pharaoh is a standard of Wepwawet, and a 

column of hieroglyphs reading Hedi werew. meaning the "Great 

White Ones," possibly a plural reference to the baboon god 

depicted below, who has been suggested to represent ancestor 

spirits (Kemp, 1989: fig. 20). Behind the king, held by an 

ankh and was scepter, are two nefvt fans associated with the 

air god Shu, their symbolic meaning to be discussed in the 

next section. 

Symbolic Aspects of the Sed-Festival 

Regarding the festival's symbolic aspects, it appears 

that the Sed in its fully developed form, had the importance 

of both reaffirming and magically rejuvenating the king in 

each of the five individual elements of divine kingship. 

According to Bell (1988), the Jubilee formula first 

designates the king as being responsible for lifting up the 

sky, thereby separating heaven and earth and setting them on 

their proper foundations. This is followed by a 

transformation of the king into the air god Shu, in which he 

then fills the empty space between heaven and Earth with the 

air of his own life giving breath (hence, the frequent 

presence of the nefvt fans in images of the Sed-Festival), 

whereby, "causing throats to breathe." Next the king brings 

forth the fertile floodwaters, which he regulates, 

conducting them from their primeval caverns beneath the 
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Earth. The king was even said to have presided at the 

raising up of the solar disk itself from the primordial sea. 

Finally, the king is responsible for maintaining or 

securing the outermost limits of the whole domain—both 

Earthly and Cosmic (Spencer, 1978: 55)—as designated by the 

boundary markers. The identification of the king with the 

jackal during this ritual, as shown by his wearing of the 

animals tail, is explained by the fact that the jackal was 

an animal associated with speed and strength. While much 

of Dr. Bell's work on the Jubilee Formula is based on 

evidence from later periods, one can probably assume that 

most of these concepts were already associated with the king 

during the Early Dynastic period, although their expression 

in festival form was probably performed in conjunction with 

an assortment of festivals and not exclusively through the 

heb-sed. 

THE ACCESSION AND CORONATION FESTIVALS 

The accession of the crown prince to the throne, would 

occur at dawn, the day following the death of the king 

(Bleeker, 1967: 95). The symbolic importance of this 

particular time of day is clearly to link the king's ascent 

to the throne with the rising of the Sun. This point is 

illustrated by the fact that both events are expressed by 

the same verb, hai (Bleeker, 1967: 95). From most accounts, 
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the coronation of the king occurred on 1 Tybi, a kind of New 

Year's Day, beginning the germination season, psr.t or the 

"season of coming forth" (Bleeker, 1967: 95). 

The coronation ceremony, like the heb-sad. appears to 

have also consisted of three principal rituals. In the 

first, the prince "appeared" twice, alternately wearing the 

White and Red crowns. After which, he took his seat in the 

chapel, specifically designated for the event. This part of 

the ritual most likely symbolized his rule over the two 

lands (Bleeker, 1967: 96). 

In the second part of the ceremony, two priests dressed 

as the gods Horus and Seth, performed in the presence of the 

king, a ritual known as the sema-tawv or the union of the 

two lands (Bleeker, 1967: 96). In Palermo Stone references 

to accessions to the throne, it is the sema-tawv motif that 

is used. Such references appear in Row 2, Column 3 and Row 

5, Column 7. An artistic representation of the sema-tawv is 

present on a later Twelfth Dynasty throne relief of king 

Senwosret (see Kemp, 1989: Figure 6). In the scene, the 

gods Horus and Seth—their postures in mirror-image to each 

other—are symmetrically placed on either side of the sema-

tawv. consisting of a pair of lungs and a windpipe, around 

which the papyrus plant of Lower Egypt and the Sedge plant 

of Upper Egypt is being tied, signifying the union of the 

two lands. 
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In the third ritual, the pekher ha avneb or the 

"circuit of the walls," the king ceremonially walked around 

what was probably the palace walls. In the circumambulatory 

act the king not only took official possession of his 

residence, but magically renewed the land, its inhabitants, 

and divine life as well (Bleeker, 1967: 96). 

In later times, two other ceremonies would be added to 

the event: the release of four birds into the air at the 

four cardinal points, announcing a new king; and a journey 

of the king, throughout the country, during which partial 

repetitions of the coronation ceremony were performed 

(Bleeker, 1967: 96). 

APPEARANCE FESTIVALS OF THE KING 

The final category of kingship festival iconography to 

be discussed and one that is often confused with 

representations of the Sed-Festival, is that containing the 

appearances as the King of Lower Egypt, and the King of 

Upper Egypt. 

Of all the festival categories, it is this one that is 

most frequently mentioned in the Palermo Stone. The khat-

bitv or the "Appearance of the King of Lower Egypt" appears 

in Row 3, Column 12 and in Row 4, Columns 6, 10, 12 and 14. 

The counterpart to the khat-bitv. the khat nesu or the 

"Appearance of the King of Upper Egypt," appears in Row 2, 
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Column 9 and Row 4, Column 2. Finally, what might be an 

occurrence of the two festivals as one, the "Appearance of 

the King of Upper Egypt and the King of Lower Egypt" appears 

in Row 3, Column 3; Row 4, Column 4; and in Row 5, Columns 

2, 7, 8, and 10 (Millet, 1990: 56). 

An "Appearance of the King of Lower Egypt" is the 

apparent subject of the limestone macehead of King Narmer 

previously discussed in the section on the "Ritual of 

Territorial Claim" (see Millet, 1990: Figure 1). The mace 

shows Narmer seated on a high dias covered with a canopy, 

wearing the Red crown, a long cloak and holding a crook and 

flail. Unlike the double pavilion depicted in Sed-festival 

representations, the pavilion here is only a single dias 

with a single set of stairs (Millet, 1990: 56). 

In front of the throne is a small figure, probably the 

king's daughter, present as either a witness or participant 

in the festival (Millet, 1990: 56). Located in the same 

register, between the two pairs of three lunettes, are the 

three runners engaged in a race, discussed in the section on 

the Ritual of Territorial Claim. Alongside the base of the 

throne are two fan bearers. On the far right of the 

illustration is a shrine topped by a Heron, below which are 

several Hartebeest in a desert landscape alongside a 

waterway. These elements serve to localize the festival 

taking place in the city of Buto in the delta (Millet, 
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1S90: 56). 

In the bottom register located immediately in front of 

the stairs, are a series of numbers and goods reading: 

"cattle, 400,000; goats(?), 1,422,000," and behind the 

vertical line "120,000 prisoners or slaves as denoted by the 

bound, kneeling figure (Millet, 1990: 57). While commonly 

interpreted as either military booty or goods received from 

a royal marriage, Millet interprets the register as the 

recording of a royal census (1990: 57). This portion of the 

macehead probably represented a second part of the year-

name, whereby the complete one would read: "Year of the 

Festival of Appearance of the King of Lower Egypt, and the 

First Occasion of Counting" (Millet, 1990: 58). 

Another "Appearance of the King of Lower Egypt" is also 

apparently the subject of the highly fragmentary Early First 

Dynasty limestone macehead from Hierakonpolis (see Adams, 

1974: Plate 1). On the badly damaged work, one can 

reasonably make out the image of the king, who is wearing 

the Red crown and is sitting on the single throne covered by 

a canopy associated with the "Appearance of the King of 

Lower Egypt (Millet, 1990: 59). 

An "Appearance of the King of Upper Egypt and the King 

of Lower Egypt" might be the subject of the ebony label of 

king Den, previously discussed in the section on the Sed-

Festival (see Spencer, 1980: Plate 53, Number 459). As 
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argued earlier, the fact that the king is shown seated on 

only a single throne and wearing the Double crown as opposed 

to either the White or Red crown, it is quite unlikely that 

the event being represented in the upper register is that of 

the heb-sed. It is more likely that it is some kind of 

appearance festival, possibly that of the King of Upper and 

Lower Egypt mentioned on the Palermo Stone, accompanied by a 

ritual of territorial claim. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The high degree of correlation existing between the 

subject matter visually depicted on Early Dynastic Egyptian 

objects and the year-names represented hieroglyphically on 

the Fifth Dynasty Palermo Stone, suggests that such Early 

Dynastic imagery was meant—at least in part—to serve as a 

dating device, a kind of pictorial year-name, based on the 

important event or events that occurred within the year. 

When this imagery appears on works of exceptional quality 

and workmanship, i.e. the finely carved palettes and 

maceheads, it is probable that those objects themselves are 

being dated. It is also reasonable to assume in the case of 

such objects—particularly the maceheads—that they also 

functioned as ceremonial objects within the festivals 

themselves, being referred to by their imagery. However, 

when this imagery is present on lesser quality works such as 
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the crudely incised ebony and ivory labels, it would seem 

likely that it is the goods that they are attached to that 

are being dated. It should be stressed, however, that while 

a reasonably strong argument has been made for Early 

Dynastic imagery serving primarily as a dating device, one 

should not assume that this was its only function. On the 

contrary, such imagery probably realized a multiplicity of 

meanings including those in a mythological, commemorative, 

and propagandistic realm. 

The selection of the historic events referred to in 

these year-names appears to be based on their compatibility 

with certain festivals associated with the king. These 

festivals express a theoretical model of kingship and 

therefore can be used to reconstruct the king's primary 

roles and responsibilities during the Early Dynastic Period. 

From the analysis of the various categories, it appears that 

from an early date in Egypt's history, such duties included 

the unification, protection and expansion of the king's 

realm—both Earthly and Cosmic; the insuring of the 

irrigation and fertility of the land; the foundation and 

dedication of important buildings and temples; and the 

reaffirmation and magical rejuvenation of the king's 

primeval powers as expressed in such festivals as the Sed. 

Thus, at least in this segment of society—and one 

should remember that the material preserved is 
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representative of only the extreme upper echelon: the king, 

the royal family and court—that the yearly passage of time 

was perceived through the cyclic occurrence of fundamental 

acts, rites and festivals associated with kingship. While 

it is difficult to say if other classes of the society also 

recognized such a system of naming years, the fact that many 

of the events were intentionally public in nature, suggests 

that at least the events themselves would have been known 

and probably remembered for some time. Of course, for the 

lower classes of society, particularly that forming the 

agricultural base, the passage of time on a seasonal basis 

within the year would have been strictly tied to the rise 

and fall of the Nile, and the various agricultural 

activities that revolved around it. 

In the artistic representation of the various 

categories of kingship festival iconography, there is a high 

degree of variation in the format of presentation, both 

within and between categories. Part of this variation is 

undoubtedly the result of most of the categories being in 

their formative—and therefore, experimental—stages of 

development. The format of representation for the various 

categories, ranges from highly pictorial in nature to that 

of predominantly hieroglyphic. Within the highly pictorial 

format there is a further range of variation, between iconic 

and narrative. In all categories, the imagery appears to 
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have been developed to convey only general ideas—the 

specific historical details being left to any accompanying 

hieroglyphic text. Furthermore, the exact interpretation of 

these images is often complicated by the fact that in much 

of the art of the early dynastic period, there is the 

absence of a clear division between what should considered 

pictorial imagery and what should be read phonetically and 

ideographically as hieroglyphic text. 

The first two subcategories of the Victory Festival— 

the smiting posture and zoomorphic representations of the 

king—are certainly the most pictorial. The third 

subdivision, the one utilizing royal name representations of 

the king, incorporates on a somewhat more symbolic level the 

hieroglyphic serekh of the king's name. In this case, it 

appears that his personal identity is sufficient. Of the 

three subcategories, it is clearly the highly contrived and 

highly gestural smiting posture that is the most iconic in 

form, although none of the three seem to concerned with 

representing any great degree of narrative activity. 

The agricultural rite, like the first two subcategories 

of the victory festival, is also highly pictorial in nature. 

In contrast to the Victory Festival, however, the 

agricultural rite supplies for the viewer in a more 

narrative fashion, details of the event itself, the 

environment in which it occurs, and other peripheral 
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activities. 

In contrast to these first two festival categories, 

representations of the foundation and dedication of 

important buildings along with the closely associated 

activities of "fashioning" either the iemv-wt Fetish, the 

wepwawet Standard, or a Statue of Anubis, are significantly 

more hieroglyphic in their representation. Although the 

foundation and dedication scene itself often illustrates a 

pictorial image of the building in question, the image of 

the king is once again replaced with his serekh. The 

pictorial references to the related events are even more 

hieroglyphic in their format, virtually mirroring their 

counterpart references in the Palermo Stone, in both their 

syntax and the particular hieroglyphs used. 

Representations of the Sed-Festival are moderately 

pictorial in their representation, using as their source, 

highly edited events selected from the overall festival. 

Some of these events such as the "ritual of territorial 

claim," are fairly narrative, others such as that depicting 

the king seated in the Sed-Pavillion. are more iconic, and 

therefore, timeless. In a similar fashion, the Accession 

and Coronation Festival also makes use of a single selected 

event to signify its occurrence—that of the sema-tawv. 

signifying the union of the Two Lands—represented in its 

highly conventionalized form, which although it functions as 
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a hieroglyph, is also undeniably pictorial in its 

presentation. 

Finally, the various Appearance Festivals of the king 

could be classified as being one of the most pictorial, and 

particularly narrative in format, and at the same time, 

deviating the greatest from their representation in 

hieroglyphic references. 

Whether or not a category is represented pictorially or-

hieroglyphically, in an iconic form or that of a narrative, 

it is critical to the understanding of how a festival was 

perceived and how images of that festival were intended to 

function within a society. For a festival or event to be 

represented pictorially, implies that it was both intended 

for and would be available to a wide audience, consisting of 

various classes within Egyptian society and possibly even to 

foreigners. This certainly appears to be the case with the 

large-scaled, cliff relief smiting scenes, in the Wadi 

Maghara. The fact that such images were also iconic in 

form, only strengthened and clarified their message of the 

king as victorious—not just in one particular case, but for 

all time. Should the scene be more narrative, one might be 

distracted by the specific details of the particular event— 

details made irrelevant by the always predetermined 

outcome. For an event to be represented hieroglyphically, 

however, automatically limits its audience to an 



infinitesimally small number—that of the literate scribe, 

priest, or other high official, suggesting that images of 

such events were not intended for the public domain. 
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